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Center for LNG Announces Methane Principles
(Washington, D.C.) – The Center for LNG (CLNG) today announced its adoption of principles to
address methane emissions. CLNG’s members represent all aspects of the U.S. LNG supply chain,
including all six large-scale LNG export facilities in the United States, shippers, and multinational
developers.
Charlie Riedl, Executive Director of the Center for LNG (CLNG), said:
“As part of their commitment to building a clean energy future, our member companies
believe that it is essential to address methane emissions in the natural gas industry. As part
of our effort, our industry is voluntarily investing in innovative technology and processes to
reduce methane emissions. We support improved data quality and well-designed
government policies to help achieve further reductions of methane emissions.
“Our principles on methane emission reductions can help guide our work with the Biden
Administration and enable LNG to further benefit consumers and the environment around
the world.”
CLNG’s methane announcement consists of six principles to address methane emissions,
including investing in technologies and processes, improving data quality, and supporting
voluntary efforts and well-designed government policies. Read the full text of CLNG’s Methane
Principles here.

Visit LNGFacts.org to learn more about natural gas, LNG and how they are contributing to a
bright energy future.

####
The Center for Liquefied Natural Gas (CLNG) advocates for public policies that advance the use of
liquefied natural gas (LNG) in the United States, and its export internationally. A committee of the Natural
Gas Supply Association (NGSA), CLNG represents the full LNG value chain, including all six large-scale LNG
export facilities in the United States, shippers, and multinational developers, providing it with unique
insight into the ways in which the vast potential of this abundant and versatile fuel can be fully realized.
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